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SUMMARY

Interpretation of subsalt VSP data is a challenge due to low
fold, uneven illumination, and the resulting presence of a large
amount of migration artifacts. We propose a wave equation
vector migration algoritm (VWEM) to exploit the potential of
multi-component VSP surveys for imaging in complex sub-
salt environments. The algorithm naturally takes into account
multi-pathing and is designed to enhance true events in VSP
images. We also propose a noise imaging algorithm that en-
hances noise and suppresses true events to consistently char-
acterize migration noise in VSP images. Joint interpretation
of vector and noise images enables clear identification of true
and false events. The approach was successfully applied to a
3D VSP acquired in the Gulf of Mexico in order to clarify the
subsalt scenario.

INTRODUCTION

Conventionally, VSP data use downhole receivers to achieve
better resolution than surface seismics and to acquire more
detailed information about the reservoir. In subsalt imaging,
VSPs may actually add substantial value by a different illumi-
nation from downhole receivers. But compared to surface seis-
mics, VSP imaging has problems associated with low and in-
homogeneously distributed fold. Artifacts at the edges of VSP
images are a well-known issue, even for VSPs acquired on a
flatly layered earth. Those artifacts are suppressed by stacking
with sufficient fold. In subsalt exploration, the fold may not be
high enough to suppress noise in the area of interest. There-
fore, subsalt VSPs have substantial interpretation risks while
still being attractive for evaluating the potential success of the
prospect. Reducing those risks is the subject of this paper.

We propose a methodology for VSP image enhancement, noise
reduction, and interpretation based on multi-component data
processing. Most VSPs are acquired with multi-component
sensors and these measurements intrinsically contain informa-
tion about wave polarization, which is commonly used for shear
wave separation and compressional wave enhancement. There
are also applications for image steering. One of the basic ideas
was to determine polarization from reflected wave hodogram
and use it for reflection point location, see MacLeod (1994).
With the size of modern VSP acquisitions, this approach is not
practical. Therefore, it was proposed to modify the Kirchhoff
imaging kernel to incorporate multi-component data and en-
hance the image around the Fresnel zone (Jackson et al., 1991;
Wang, 2004). This is called vector Kirchhoff imaging. How-
ever, for subsalt environments wave equation instead of Kirch-
hoff migration is required to handle multi-pathing and other
complex wave phenomena.

The problem of taking into account polarization in scalar wave
equation migration was partially solved by Shoshitaishvili et al.

(2004) and successfully used by Hornby et al. (2007) for deep
water 3D VSP processing. The idea is to stack all single-
component images with weights proportional to the compo-
nents of the vector pointing from image location to receiver.
This assumes that the medium between image point and re-
ceiver is relatively simple, which is not the case when receivers
are close to a salt flank. Vector Wave Equation Migration
(Kiyashchenko and Mulder, patent pending), discussed in this
paper, is free of this assumption and works as well for cases
with multi-pathing. Generally, vector imaging schemes lead
to reduced migration smile noise and results are better than
single-component images. However, the comparison of a con-
ventional vertical-component image with a vector image will
not necessarily confirm the validity of events in the image, be-
cause vector imaging only partially suppresses the amplitude
of noise events but does not completely remove them. Here,
we propose noise imaging as a counterpart to vector imaging.
Ideally, noise imaging completely suppresses true events and
boosts the noise so that it can be clearly identified. Joint anal-
ysis of vector and noise images enables advanced interpreta-
tion of VSP data. In the following sections, we will explain
the concept of VWEM and demonstrate the application of the
technology for a field in the Gulf of Mexico.

WAVE EQUATION VECTOR MIGRATION

Wave equation migration of 3D VSP data requires sorting to
receiver gathers, as there are far fewer of them than sources.
In this way, the data set is treated as a reverse VSP during
migration: the sources are virtually located in the borehole
and the receivers at the surface. Note that xs is the true sur-
face source position and xr the true borehole receiver location;
u j(xs,xr,t) denotes the multi-component data with j = 3 cor-
responding to the vertical and j = 1,2 to the horizontal compo-
nents. Clearbout’s (1971) imaging principle for single-receiver
vertical component VSP data reads:

I3(y,xr) =

∫ ωmax

ωmin

dω s(y,xr,ω)u∗b3(y,xr,ω), (1)

where ω is the angular frequency, y the image point location,
s(y,xr,ω) is the wave field generated by the source at xr , and
ub3 (y,xr,ω) is the wave field obtained by back-propagation
of reciprocal vertical component wave-field u3(xs,xr,ω) vir-
tually ‘recorded’ at the surface, so that ub3(y,xr,ω)|y=xs =
u3(xs,xr,ω). We use the following imaging condition to ob-
tain the vector image:

IV (y,xr) =

∫ ωmax

ωmin

dω
1

ik(y)

(

∇xr s(y,xr,ω)
)

·u∗b(y,xr,ω), (2)

with ∇xr s the vector of derivatives of s with respect to the re-
ceiver location (each derivative represents a dipole source) and
ub = (ub1,ub2,ub3) with ub j the back-propagation result of the
component j ( j = 1,2,3). The dot denotes the scalar prod-
uct and k = ω/c is the wave number with c the compressional
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wave velocity. The imaging condition (2) is designed to maxi-
mize the amplitude of the image at true reflector locations. For
a single-valued high-frequency source field, the ray-theoretical
approximation s′xr j ≈ ikr js is valid, with r j being the compo-
nents of the unit ray vector at xr for the ray connecting the im-
age point to the receiver. Under this assumption, the resulting
image IV ≈ r1I1 + r2I2 + r3I3 is the same as in Shoshitaishvili
et al. (2004). If Kirchhoff migration is used to compute I j , then
this result turns into Kirchhoff vector imaging (Wang, 2004):

IVK =

3
∑

j=1
r jI j =

∑

xs

3
∑

j=1
r ju j

(

xs,xr,τ(xs,y)+τ(xr,y)
)

, (3)

with τ(y,xr) the travel time between the two points y and xr .
The key difference between vector wave equation migration
and the approaches above involving ray vector computations
is that VWEM naturally handles multi-pathing.

NOISE IMAGING: ADVANCED INTERPRETATION

The vector Kirchhoff imaging in Eq. 3 gives a straightforward
idea about the image amplitude distribution along the migra-
tion smiles. For a single shot and a simple medium, the ray
theory approximation for reflected P-wave displacement is u j
= A j u(xs,xr,τ(xs,y) + τ(xr,y)), where A = (A1,A2,A3) is
the unit polarization vector. Then the image amplitude is pro-
portional to the scalar product A · r = cosθ with θ the angle
between wave polarization and unit ray vector. So the ampli-
tude is maximal at the true reflection point and less elsewhere.
If we define the vector of Kirchhoff noise images

INK = r×u
(

xs,xr,τ(xs,y)+ τ(xr ,y)
)

, (4)

its amplitude will be proportional to A× r = sinθ , with × de-
noting the vector product. The amplitude of any noise image
should be zero at the true reflector location and non-zero else-
where, thus indicating the deviation of the unit ray vector at
the receiver from the true signal polarization. The noise im-
ages for wave equation migration can be computed as:

IN =

∫ ωmax

ωmin

dω
1

ik(y)

(

∇xr s(y,xr,ω)
)

×u∗b(y,xr,ω). (5)

There are three noise images in the 3D case and just one in the
2D case. Note that the only difference between Eq. (5) and (2)
is the use of the vector instead of the scalar product.

We will illustrate the joint interpretation of vector and noise
images with a simple example. A synthetic vertical component
zero-offset trace was generated for a medium with a reflector
at 1500m depth. The horizontal component records no signal
in this case. The vector and noise images produced from this
trace are shown in the left and right panels of Fig. 1, respec-
tively. The vector image has a maximum amplitude at the true
reflector location. However, in practice it would be difficult to
determine the position of the reflector from this figure. On the
other hand, the noise image has zero amplitude at the reflector
and non-zero amplitude in the area around it. With this image,
we can precisely locate the reflector because it is more sensi-
tive than the vector image. In practice, the vector and noise

images should be jointly analyzed to determine which events
in the image are correct and which events are migration arti-
facts.

Figure 1: Vector (left) and noise (right) images for two-
component zero-offset data created for a coincident source and
receiver at the top of the model (red star).

VECTOR IMAGING CASE STUDY

We applied the method to VSP data from a field in the Gulf of
Mexico, see Fig. 2. The basin is characterized by extensive salt
tectonics. The field of interest is located below salt (indicated
by the oval shape in Fig. 2), which makes mapping it with
seismic data a challenge, as is evident from the cross-basin
traverse in Fig. 3. The presence of two neighboring salt bodies
causes significant problems in target illumination, resulting in
noisy images with blind spots.

Figure 2: Map of the top of the salt. The red oval denotes
the location of the field. The green line outlines the salt body
edges. Blue and red dots mark the 3D VSP shots. White lines
(subsalt and cross-basin) indicate the approximate traverse lo-
cations. The red line corresponds to the well trajectory.

In order to improve subsalt illumination, two large 3D VSP
datasets were acquired with receivers in nearby wells. The
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Figure 3: Surface seismic image for the cross-basin traverse.
Common-offset ray tracing (offsets up to 8km) shows large
variations in target illumination due to the salt bodies.

shots for each VSP are marked by blue and red dots in Fig. 2.
Here, we just show results obtained for one well (the red line
in Fig. 2). Thirty receiver levels were deployed starting from
16kft depth at 100ft spacing. The records were quite noisy,
apparently due to coupling problems. We need good vector fi-
delity for multi-component processing. Therefore, while check-
ing the receiver orientation, we selected only 18 receivers that
gave consistent results for different shots. As gimbaled geo-
phones were used in this deviated well, we did not apply any
orientation corrections for further processing. Prior to migra-
tion, only basic pre-processing was applied equally for all the
components: a manual cut of noisy records, a band-pass fil-
ter, and an FK filter to separate upgoing waves. We used an
anisotropic velocity model available for the project area. We
applied a one-way propagator to redatum the sources to a cer-
tain depth above the salt and carried out reverse-time migration
for the subsalt imaging. We obtained 3D volumes for the vec-
tor image, noise X image, noise Y image, and noise Z image,
suitable for joint analysis. We will illustrate the analysis along
two traverses.

The first traverse corresponds to the subsalt area (subsalt tra-
verse in Fig. 2). Three VSP images (conventional vertical
component, vector, and noise Y) for this short traverse are
compared to one of the best surface seismic images obtained
from wide azimuth OBS acquisition (OBSWAZ) in Fig. 4. The
OBSWAZ image, Fig. 4a, and vertical-component VSP image,
Fig. 4b, indicate the possible presence of horizontal events be-
low the wells. The vertical-component image is fragmented
due to contamination with dipping noise. The interpretation of
this image requires a choice between two scenarios, horizon-
tal or dipping, as indicated by the dashed lines in the figure.
The vector image, Fig. 4c, enhances the horizontal events and
suppresses the dipping ones. However, the dipping events are
still present in the deeper section. The noise Y image, Fig. 4d,
largely consists of dipping events and therefore convinced us
that these are noise. This example of conflicting dips is typical
for 3D VSPs. Vector imaging allows us to resolve this issue.

The second traverse we analyzed passes between salt bodies
across the basin (cross-basin traverse in Fig. 2). Fig. 5a shows
the OBSWAZ image for this traverse. The two clear events be-

Figure 4: OBSWAZ (a) and VSP images for short subsalt tra-
verse in Fig. 2: vertical component (b), vector image (c) and
noise image Y (d). Vector and noise images resolve conflicting
dips confusion.

low the salt are associated with the field reservoirs. The verti-
cal component 3D VSP image, Fig. 5b, provides an alternative
illumination of these targets and has a larger signal amplitude
in the basin area. The white circle on the right indicates the
events also present in the OBSWAZ image, whereas the cir-
cle on left marks the continuation of OBSWAZ events into the
basin. Also, the events inside the right circle get closer to the
salt than their OBSWAZ counterparts. The reverse-time mi-
gration of 3D VSP data allows us to observe events near the
salt, far away from the receiver well. However, there is inter-
ference with events having conflicting dips, as indicated by the
white lines. Also, there are dipping events on the right side
of the image below the OBSWAZ targets. The vector image,
Fig. 6a, enhances the events with smaller dips in all parts of the
image. The horizontal-component energy allows us to enhance
subsalt events even in the left part of the image. With lines and
circles we indicate events suspected to be true. However, vec-
tor imaging does not sufficiently suppress many events with
larger dips, especially in the deeper parts of the image. The
noise image, Fig. 6b, consists mainly of dipping events and
indicates that these do not represent a true scenario.

We note that there are events on the noise section that match
the two bright events inside the right circle on the vector im-
age. However, this does not mean that the vector image is
wrong. The amplitude of those events on the noise image is
much smaller than on vector image. Ideally, the noise image
of true events should have zero amplitude. However, errors in
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the subsalt velocity model, salt bag location, and receiver ori-
entation may cause non-zero amplitudes of true events in the
noise images. Note that vector and noise images need to be
always plotted with the same amplitude scale to avoid misin-
terpretation. For the cross-basin traverse, we conclude that the
events with small dips represent a true scenario on the basis of
our vector and noise imaging method applied to this 3D VSP.

Figure 5: OBSWAZ (a) and vertical component VSP image (b)
for cross-basin traverse. Note the improved subsalt imaging
with 3D VSP, although conflicting dips remain.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

We proposed a vector imaging algorithm which is based on
scalar wave equation migration of multi-component data. It
naturally takes care of complex wave phenomena that cannot
be handled by ray-based methods. Vector imaging enhances
true events in the migration image by employing the polar-
ization information intrinsically present in multi-component
records. Basic pre-processing, including data cleaning, filter-
ing, and receiver orientation corrections, suffices to prepare the
data for vector imaging. It is important to do this in exactly the
same way for all the components.

We also proposed a new and important extension of vector
imaging, namely noise imaging, which suppresses almost com-
pletely the true events while enhancing the false ones, thus
facilitating their identification. There can be many reasons
for false events in VSP images: instrument noises, migration
smiles, multiples, and so on. A large amount of noise is a typ-
ical problem for subsalt VSPs and it is important to identify
and suppress it. The joint interpretation of vector and noise
images represents a consistent approach to noise characteri-
zation. We presented an example of an application of vector
and noise imaging. The vector image of 3D VSP data helps

Figure 6: Vector (a) and noise (b) VSP images for cross-basin
traverse. Vector migration greatly enhances subsalt image and
resolves conflicting dips seen on conventional VSP processing,
Fig. 5b.

to clarify subsalt interpretation and the noise images help us to
understand which events are true and which are artifacts.

The interpretation based on vector and noise images may fail
if the false events have the same polarization as the true ones.
This might be the case when the data set is strongly contami-
nated with multiples that cannot be suppressed by conventional
processing. However, if the polarization of a multiple is dif-
ferent from that of the signal, it will be suppressed by vector
imaging and identified as noise. Also, vector imaging natu-
rally suppresses shear wave reflections as their polarization is
almost orthogonal to that of the compressional waves.

Usually, VSP images are interpreted jointly with surface seis-
mics and well logs. In subsalt areas, both VSP and surface
seismic images can be misleading. Using polarization infor-
mation in the interpretation, as in our proposed vector and
noise imaging algorithm, should reduce the risk of misinter-
preting subsalt VSPs.
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